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THE ROYAL DE THIERRY ANCESTORS
(Weblink DT1 Royal ancestors of Baron)

The Baron Charles Philippe Hippolyte de THIERRY was not able to prove his line of descent
from the de THIERRY family. As a consequence of this the ancestors stated must be view
with scepticism. In the absence of real evidence circumstantial evidence is only acceptable
when a specific statement is collaborated by repetition of the same statements by a number
of unrelated sources. Any Family Tree that deviates from this formula is worthless.
A comment made about the Baron Charles Philippe de THIERRY and attributed to the
Author of “Sovereign Chief A Biography of Baron de THIERRY Mr J D REESIDE who said
“When de Thierry had a pen in his hands he could transport himself into a world of Fantasy He could write and believe the most outrageous fancies and indulge in the most
unscrupulous inventions.”
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A PROPHECY FOR THE DE THIERRY LINEAGE.
Fact or Fiction

In the year 396 AD their lived a very large and powerful king called Ataulph. So powerful
was he that he conquered all of Europe and extended his armies of barbarians into Asia and
the middle East. He was so powerful that he over ruled the Roman Senate and became so
powerful that he became the most powerful Emperor of all time.
A ferocious fighter a heathen and a cruel leader, he often amused himself by feeding the
Christians to the lions and pitting them against one another in battle. Daily he would watch
gladiator after gladiator fall to the sword in battle and if they showed any sign of cowardliness
he would torture than to death. If in battle a contestant lost and did not produce his throat
immediately to be cut, he would take his chair and sit by the fallen gladiator to listen at his
every pain as his victors tortured him slowly to death. So cruel was Emperor Ataulph.
In his household he kept a very old Christian slave. The only Christian in his services. He
was dressed in rags and was generally mocked by the rest of the servants. The Emperor
would quite often call to the Christian slave who would quote biblical prophesies to the
amusement of the Emperor.
One day the old Christian slave held his hand and prophesied, “You must stop all this cruelty
and bloodshed. It has gone on for too long, it you do not, you and your seed will meet violent
deaths.
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This amused the Emperor greatly and as a reward, the old slave was allowed to sit in on the
following gladiator contest.
The old slave watched as gladiator after gladiator fell in battle and after Christian after
Christian was fed to the lions. Then suddenly as two great gladiators were in contest the old
slave jumped the railing and ran into the Arena…..”Stop”…. he yelled…..
This has gone far enough, and stayed the two contestants who were stunned and shocked
as this had never happened before in the history of fighting…..”Cut the old fool
down….called the spectators and the old slave fell to the swords of both fighters and the
contest continued over the old slaves dead body…..So what…..everyone thought..He was
only an old fool. His life was not worth mentioning……………
Old fool….perhaps but his life was not given in vain. The incident so shocked Rome that no
more contests took place in that county. The Coliseum stands today in ruin, as a momentum
to this old and brave Christian slave.
And what of the prophesy. Be it fact or fiction or coincidence, the following is an accurate
account of violent deaths in the DE THIERRY lineage.
Emperor Ataulph died after being badly mulled in battle.
Emperor Theodoric was killed in the battle of Challons along with 3,000,000 in one of the
most barbaric battles.
Chilperic 570AD
King of Soisson possessed all of France again by defeating his brothers. A giant of a man
with flair for war. A ferocious fighter through surprising enough, a lover of music, poetry and
music and literature.
Clotaire II 613 AD
Became king of all France in the year 613 AD. A strong and conquering monarch. Ruled
with an iron hand. Large in stature with a magnificent physique. A great scholar and lover of
music. The kingdom of France was divided among his two sons after his death.
Dagobert I 638 AD
Inherited the kingdom of France until his death in 638 AD. A mighty warrior of huge physic
and great strength. A great and cleaver battle tactician. Also a lover of poetry and music.
The kingdom of France was again divided among his two sons. Sigbert and Clovis II.
Sigbert II 662 AD
Became king of Paris and had no desire to become king monarch of France as his ancestors
had done in the past. A man of peace and a strong follower of the Catholic faith. Did much
for the intellectuals of France. A lover of music, poetry and literature. A polished harpist.
Sigbert III 684AD
Inherited the kingdom of Paris. Another giant of a man with great strength. Like his father
he had no ambition to rule France even though he was a great leader and had won many
victories at war.
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The following is a list of DE THIERRY princess but unfortunately, no more is known of them.
They range from the year 638 to the year 752 AD
Sigbert
Clovis II
Clovis III
Childeric
Childeric
Clotaire
Dagbert
Childerbert
Childerbert or Chilperia
De Thierry
De Thierry
Robert the Strong 780 AD
Although reputed to be only 6feet he had immense shoulders and a very heavy build. Was
feared in battle and reputed to have crushed many of his enemies through sheer brute
strength. Named in respect of his strength. Robert the Strong. Became count of Anjoy and
married Adelaide the daughter of the king Louis le Debonaire. Died in 867AD. Left two
sons, Eudes, Count of Paris and Robert, Duke of France.
Robert 923 AD
Became Duke of all France. A powerful leader leading through thoughtful tactical measures
rather than strength. Another lover of music and poetry. No more known. Died 923 AD and
left two sons, Hugh Le Grande and Rodolph.
Hugh Le Grande or Le Blanc 956 AD
Became Count of France and later King. Another tactical leader and lover of music and
poetry died in the year 956AD.
Unfortunately we do not have the names of the DE THIERRY lineage from Louis X to French
revolution but they can be obtain from the book “History of France at Summerset House in
England.
We take up the lineage once more during the French revolutions in the year 1788AD to 1795
AD some 473 years later
The French Aristocracy at this time were living a very rich and carefree life of orgies and
feasting as well as wining and merrymaking (including the DE THIERRY family) while the
peasants were starving to death in poverty. So out of touch with the situation were the ruling
classes of France that when a deputation of peasants came to see the Queen she said, “If
they are out of bread, why do they not eat cake: Many of the peasants began stealing and
plotting against their masters and in the year 1788 a great uprising took place throughout
France.
Peasants turned on master and all over France the street gutters were running red with
blood as one aristocrat family after another was beheaded.
In Paris Royalty was being sought after and carried to Lady Guillotine and like other centres
the streets were running red with blood of Aristocrat families.
In Paris in March 1788 the mobs of commoners had sent most of the French Royalists to
Lady Guilotine including King Richard. Young Baron DE THIERRY (recently married to Mm
DE AVILLE set himself the task of wedding out the traitors from the Royalists.
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Mobs of commoners would gather each day to watch and cheer as each Royalist lost his
head. The first DE THIERRY to lose his head does so in 1792 and before the year is out 14
more of the DE THIERRY family meet with the same fate.
Young Baron (Charles Antoine) DE THIERRY and his newly wed wife were the only DE
THIERRY to escape the guillotines. They were safely in Grave, Holland when King Louis
was beheaded. She was heavily in child at this time.
The Baron’s oldest child Caroline was born in Orange palace, Holland while her parents
were fleeing from the Paris mobs. He had five other children.
Baron Charles Antoine DE THIERRY family tree continues in New Zealand
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